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Area of the Arctic sea ice cover Area of the Arctic sea ice cover 
monitored by the AARI of Roshydrometmonitored by the AARI of Roshydromet
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– Delayed mode monthly scale reports from the hunting and 
cargo vessels from late 19th century

– Routine daily and weekly reports on sea ice conditions from 
a network of polar coastal stations from 1920s

– Routine aerial ice mapping: manual (1932-1992) and 
instrumental (1951-1992)

– Reports from manned North Pole drifting stations:  1937, 
1951-1991, 2003...

– DARMS auto-stations (1953-1972) and IABP buoys (1979...) 
– In 1986 a new ice informational system launched in AARI in 

a test mode and in 1989 in a routine mode based on 
Meteor/COSMOS/NOAA/EOS etc vis/ir/microwave sat 
imagery

Development of the AARI sea ice information Development of the AARI sea ice information 
system and prime observational sourcessystem and prime observational sources
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Information Exchange within the AARI ice 
information system
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1) Ice extent/area and area of ice massifs for 
Greenland....Chukchi Seas from 1900s (obs, charts) 

2) Ice total concentration, polynyas, old/FY/new stages of 
ice development, fast ice propagation, stages of melting, 
surface topography from 1933 (charts)

3) Ice phenomena - dates of first/stable formation, melting, 
disappearance from 1920s (coastal stations) 

4)Level ice thickness at coastal stations
5) Ice drift trajectories and patterns (from NP/DARMS/IABP 

from 1937)
6) Ice/snow properties measurements in a point of NP 

drifting stations and expeditions

Sea ice parameters Sea ice parameters --
monitoring and climatologymonitoring and climatology
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Ice extent/area/area of ice massifsIce extent/area/area of ice massifs
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Ice extent/area Ice extent/area –– annual climatologyannual climatology

Changes in the Eurasian Arctic sea ice extent in August for 1950-2007 
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Sea ice total concentration, polynyas, Sea ice total concentration, polynyas, 
MY/FY/new stages of ice development, fast MY/FY/new stages of ice development, fast 
ice ice –– climatology from 1933 (charts) climatology from 1933 (charts) 

Median sea ice total concentration in May

Fast ice and polynyas in May

MY ice median concentration in May

Kara Sea ice chart for July 1930

Kara Sea ice chart for June 2008
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Sea ice total concentration Sea ice total concentration –– monitoring  monitoring  
from 1933...2008 (charts) from 1933...2008 (charts) 

Robust mean sea ice total 
concentration in September 

5% quantile sea ice total 
concentration in September 

Robust mean sea ice total 
concentration in Sep'07 
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Schema of polar coastal stations in the Schema of polar coastal stations in the 
Eurasian Arctic Eurasian Arctic 
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Ice phenomena Ice phenomena -- dates of first/stable dates of first/stable 
formation, melting, disappearance from formation, melting, disappearance from 

1920s (coastal stations)1920s (coastal stations) 
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Level ice thickness at coastal stationsLevel ice thickness at coastal stations
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Maximum level ice thickness variations grouped for the coastal 
stations for Kara (upper) and Laptevs-Chukchi Seas (lower) for 
the period 1936-2000 (Frolov, Gudkovich et al., 2007) 
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NP stations drift trajectories (from 1937)NP stations drift trajectories (from 1937)
and ice drift climatology (NP+DARMS+IABP)and ice drift climatology (NP+DARMS+IABP) 

• NP stations trajectories and mean ice drift vectors for the summer (a) 
and winter (b) seasons during the warm epoch and difference between 
the mean ice drift vectors between the warm and cold epochs for the 
summer (c) and winter (d) seasons (Frolov, Gudkovich et al, 2007) 
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Measurements of sea ice properties on NPMeasurements of sea ice properties on NP--
32.... drifting stations32.... drifting stations 

Schema of on NP-34 station in Feb'06  
Ice profiles for Oct'05 – May'06 
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